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Experiments indicate that unbinding rates of proteins from DNA can depend on the concentration
of proteins in nearby solution. Here we present a theory of multi-step replacement of DNA-bound
proteins by solution-phase proteins. For four different kinetic scenarios we calculate the depen-
dence of protein unbinding and replacement rates on solution protein concentration. We find (1)
strong effects of progressive ‘rezipping’ of the solution-phase protein onto DNA sites liberated by
‘unzipping’ of the originally bound protein; (2) that a model in which solution-phase proteins bind
non-specifically to DNA can describe experiments on exchanges between the non specific DNA-
binding proteins Fis-Fis and Fis-HU; (3) that a binding specific model describes experiments on the
exchange of CueR proteins on specific binding sites.
Recent single-molecule experiments have revealed that
exchange processes between proteins bound to DNA and
proteins in solution can occur at rates in excess of sponta-
neous dissociation, increasing with protein solution con-
centration [1–4]. This effect is likely important to deter-
mining rates of turnover of proteins in vivo, where protein
concentrations may be very high, and to understanding
regulation of DNA transcription, replication, repair and
packaging. Canonical models of protein-DNA interac-
tions generally assume unbinding pathways dependent on
a single rate-limiting step characteristic of the interaction
of one protein molecule with its DNA substrate [5], and
cannot explain this effect. In this paper, we introduce ki-
netic models aimed at describing the multi-step dynamics
of bio-macromolecule interactions [6, 7]. This addition
leads naturally to concentration-dependent competition
between bound and ‘invading’ molecules for substrate,
and concentration-dependent replacement processes.
In [1] a single DNA was stretched out, and spontaneous
dissociation of fluorescently-labeled Fis (a bacterial chro-
mosomal organization protein) was observed to be slow
(about 90% of initially bound protein remained bound
for 30 minutes). However, when non-fluorescent protein
solution (either Fis or another DNA-binding protein, e.g.,
HU) was added, the fluorescent protein unbound rapidly
(solution-phase Fis at 50 nM leads to 50% dissociation
after 3 minutes). The concentration dependence is de-
scribed by a replacement (exchange) rate constant R ≃
6 104M−1s−1 and R ≃ 2.7 103M−1s−1 for Fis-Fis and
HU-Fis replacement. Ref. [2] studied a copper-ion (Cu+)
dependent transcription factor, CueR, which exists in a
Cu+-bound (CueR+) and a Cu+-free (CueR−) conforma-
tions. Both conformations compete for a specific bind-
ing site to regulate genes protecting cells from copper-
induced stress. Spontaneous dissociation of CueR+ at a
rate koff = 0.5 s
−1 was sped up by CueR− in solution,
with replacement rate R ≃ 2.8 107 M−1s−1 (Fig. 4 of [2]).
In Ref. [3] it has been shown that fluorescently-labeled
polymerases in solution are recruited close to the repli-
cation fork, at a solution-concentration-dependent rate,
and replace the DNA synthesizing polymerase at rate
kexc ≃ 0.018 s
−1.
These experiments show that off-rates of proteins from
DNA can depend on solution-phase concentrations of
proteins competing for the same DNA. Here we describe
a ‘stochastic ratchet’ model of this competition. We
propose that, due to thermal fluctuations, part of the
bound protein releases from DNA, allowing a solution-
phase protein to take its place. Rebinding of the released
binding domain cannot occur because it requires ther-
mal opening of the newly bound protein. Iterating this
for a series of binding interactions allows gradual replace-
ment. Through this process a solution-phase protein can
replace a bound one far faster than if complete dissoci-
ation of the initially bound protein was required for its
replacement. Here, we introduce four distinct models of
kinetic pathways for protein replacement. We then com-
pute concentration-dependent dissociation rates to deter-
mine which pathways best describe specific experiments.
Kinetic schemes for the four models are shown in
Fig. 1. We assume that binding of proteins to the DNA
occurs by at most N ‘units’ (N = 3 in Fig. 1). Units
bind to putative anchoring sites; values of N and bond
energy ǫ will be discussed below. Each model contains
two unbinding pathways: a spontaneous unbinding path-
way where the units of the bound protein dissociate one
after the other with rate ρ = e−ǫ (states T1, ..., TN to
the left of each box in Fig. 1), and a replacement pathway
(right) where the bound protein is replaced by invading
proteins (states R1, ..., RN ). In the Non-Specific (NS)
pathways, the invading protein may bind on each site left
unoccupied by the bound protein, while in the Specific
(S) pathways, binding occurs only from one extremity
of the bound protein. In the Zipping models (Z) the
invader, once attached to DNA, binds adjacent sites suc-
cessively (zips) as they are released by the bound protein.
In the Non-Zipping (NZ) model (top left panel, Fig. 1),
when one bound unit of the protein detaches, this site is
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FIG. 1: The four proposed unbinding pathways. Brown
squares show N (=3 here) units of a protein bound to DNA
(dark horizontal line). Circles show units of the invader pro-
teins, with different colors corresponding to different pro-
teins. Filled circles show units occupying the zipping site.
The most likely replacement scenario at small concentration
is shown with the blue invader protein. Parameters enter-
ing the rates are: (i) the mean number c of solution-phase
proteins per binding site, in units of the elementary concen-
tration co = 1/a
3, of one particle per binding site, where a is a
length scale associated with the linear dimension of a binding
site (for a = 1 nm, co = 1 M); (ii) the ratio of the unbinding
and binding rates for one unit: ρ = e−ǫ, where ǫ is the bind-
ing energy in kBT units. Time is expressed in terms of the
time scale to, equal to the the self-diffusion time for one unit
of the protein: to = 2πηa
3/kBT ≈ 1.6 10
−9 s, for a ≈ 1 nm,
η = 0.001 Pa s and kBT = 4 10
−21 J. In units of 1/t0 the
zipping rate of a protein unit on a free binding site is equal
to one.
left unoccupied, corresponding to transitions Ri → Ti−1.
By contrast, in the Z-models, as soon as the bound unit
bound detaches, the invading protein occupies the vacant
site, making transitions Ri → Ri−1 possible.
For the NZ and Zipping-Non-Specific (Z-NS) models
(top panels of Fig. 1), the invading proteins can bind
with rate c proportional to the concentration of solution
proteins (transitions Ti → Ri), and unbind with rate ρ
(transitions Ri → Ti) on each possible anchoring site,
i.e. whatever the value of i. We consider two Zipping
Specific (Z-S) models (bottom panels of Fig. 1). In the
Non-Specific Binding (Z-S-NSB) case, the invader may
bind next to the fully DNA-bound protein (state RN ),
which represents a non-specific nearby site. For the Spe-
cific Binding (Z-S-SB) case, the invader can only bind
specifically to the first available site after one unit of the
bound protein detaches (state RN−1), after which zipping
of the invader may then proceed.
The probability PS(t) that the system is in state S at
time t is described by the master equation
dPS(t)
dt
=
∑
S′
W (S ← S′) PS′(t) . (1)
The system is initially in state TN , corresponding to a
fully-bound protein, with no invader present, and eventu-
ally reaches the unbound state U (Fig. 1). Off-diagonal,
non-zero elements of the transition matrix W are given
for the four models in Fig. 1 and its caption (see also Sup-
plementary Information). Diagonal elements conserve
probability, W (S ← S) = −
∑
S′( 6=S)W (S
′ ← S).
Given the W matrix, the average occupancy time, or
equivalently the inverse of the binding rate r(c) of the
protein, is
1
r(c)
=
∫ ∞
0
dt
∑
S 6=U
PS(t) = −〈B|W
−1|TN 〉 , (2)
where W−1 is the inverse matrix of W , and |B〉 denotes
the sum of all 2N bound states |Ti〉 and |Ri〉, with 1 ≤
i ≤ N . The unbinding rate r(c) is plotted as a function
of c in Fig. 2 for the four models of Fig. 1.
Without solution-phase protein (c = 0) the unbind-
ing rate is r(0) = (1− ρ)2ρN (up to O(ρ2N ) corrections)
for all four models: pure thermal unbinding is exponen-
tially slow in N . The unbinding rate at small concen-
tration c > 0 can be studied perturbatively. Using the
linear dependence of W on c we write W = Wo + c W1,
where spontaneous dissociation is described by Wo and
invasion-zipping is described by W1. We have W
−1(c) =
W−1o − c W
−1
o W1 W
−1
o + 0(c
2). The mean unbinding
rate is therefore approximately
r(c) ≃ r(0) +Rc+O(c2) , (3)
where the replacement rate R is
R ≡
dr
dc
∣∣∣∣
c=0
= −r(0)2 〈B|W−1o W1 W
−1
o |TN 〉 . (4)
We define the replacement concentration cR as the con-
centration at which the unbinding rate is twice its zero-
concentration value,
cR =
r(0)
R
. (5)
The unbinding rate increase at small concentration, Rc,
is the rate at which unbinding-replacement involves es-
sentially one invading protein. The most likely unbind-
ing scenario is indicated by the sequence of blue invader
configurations in Fig. 1, providing an approximation suf-
ficient to understand the scaling of the replacement rate
R with the number of binding units, N (see Supplemen-
tary Information for details).
For the NZ model (brown curve in Fig. 2) we find a
replacement rate, Eq. (4), of
RNZ = ρN−1
(N − 1−N ρ− ρ) (1− ρ)
2
+O(ρ2N−1) .
(6)
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FIG. 2: Unbinding rates r(c) (full lines) from Eq. (2) versus
dimensionless concentration c and for parameters N = 10,
ǫ = 2. The zero-concentration rate, r(0) = 1.8 10−9 (units of
1/t0), is the same for all four models. The concentrations cR
at which replacement starts to dominate over pure thermal
unbinding, i.e. r(c) starts to vary linearly with c, are indi-
cated by the vertical dashed colored lines for the four models;
cR = 3 10
−2 for NZ, 2 10−6 for Z-NS, 2 10−8 for Z-S-NSB,
and 1.3 10−7 for Z-S-SB (units of c0). The offsets between the
linear regimes of the rate curves (dotted lines, from Eq. (3))
and the r = c (dashed black) line are logR (log of replacement
rate, double arrow vertical lines); R is approximatively equal
to 10−1 for Z-S-NSB, 10−2 for Z-S-SB and 10−3 for Z-NS.
The dotted lines are only visible when the linear approxima-
tion breaks down.
The most probable unbinding scenario with replacement
at small c is that, from state T1, occupied with probabil-
ity ρN−1, the invader binds with rate c (transition T1 →
R1 in Fig. 1, top & left). The protein is then equally likely
to dissociate (R1 → U) or to come back to the thermal
pathway (R1 → T1). We therefore obtain R
NZ ∝ ρN−1,
in agreement with (6). As RNZ is exponentially small in
N , the replacement concentration cNZR ∼
2ρ
N−1 can be-
come large; for a binding energy ǫ = 2 kBT , N = 10
protein units, and c0 = 1 M, we find c
NZ
R = 3 10
−2 M
(Fig. 2), well above that experimentally observed (tens of
nM [1, 2]). The concentration range where the linear ap-
proximation, Eq. (3), holds is very narrow. Contrary to
experiments, the unbinding rate of the NZ model shows
a highly nonlinear concentration-dependence, r(c) ∼ cN
for c >∼ cR (Fig. 2).
For the Z-NS model (blue curve in Fig. 2) the replace-
ment rate,
RZ−NS =
(1− ρ)2
(1− 2 ρ)22N
+O(ρN−2) , (7)
is also exponentially small in N , but decays less quickly
with N than in the NZ model, as ρ is generally smaller
than 12 . In the most likely unbinding scenario (blue con-
figurations, Fig. 1, top & right), the invader attaches
through the transition TN → RN from the frequently
occupied, fully-bound state TN . The scenario follows
the replacement pathway all the way up with probability
2−N , until the protein is released and gives the scaling
RNZ ∝ 2−N (7). Figure 2 shows that the linear ap-
proximation (3,7) describes the exact unbinding rate r(c)
(blue curve; see Supplementary Information for results
obtained for varied N and ǫ). At large concentrations
the unbinding rate grows ≈ cN as in the NZ model, since
invading proteins can attach and attempt replacement at
every site.
Figure 3 compares the Z-NS model to experiment for
Fis-Fis and Fis-HU replacement. We fit N and ǫ (see
Fig. 3 caption) by matching experimental exchange and
spontaneous unbinding rates to RZ−NS in Eq. (7) and
r(0). Fis-Fis replacement dominates thermal unbinding
as soon as c >∼ cR ≃ (2ρ)
N ≃ 2 nM, a value of con-
centration compatible with experimental observation [8].
Heterotypic Fis-HU replacement dominates at concen-
trations of hundreds of nM [1], in agreement with exper-
iment. In both cases the binding energy ǫ is of the order
of ≃ 2 kBT . However, for CueR
+-CueR− data [2] we
obtain a binding energy per site of ǫ ≃ 5 kBT , which is
too large even for specific binding. The Z-NS model can
reasonably decribe Fis-Fis and Fis-HU exchange, but not
CueR+-CueR− exchange.
For DNA polymerase [3] the observed exchange rate
following recruitment is very small, ≈ 2× 10−2 s−1, with
no concentration dependence since the polymerase is re-
cruited and exchanged in separate kinetic steps. How-
ever, we can still proceed by setting the dimensionless
concentration to c = 1. Using the Z-NS model with
a = 1 nm we have to = 1.6 10
−9s which gives N = 35.
This large N value is consistent with the large DNA-
binding surface of DNApol.
The replacement rate for the Z-S-NSB model is
RZ−S−NSB =
1− ρ
N + 1
+O(ρN−1) . (8)
It decreases only algebraically with N , and is much larger
than its Z-NS counterpart which scales as 2−N . In the
most probable replacement pathway the invader attaches
at the last zipping site (TN in Fig. 1, bottom & left) with
rate c. The probability that the system continues along
the replacement pathway until the bound protein is re-
leased, and never reaches TN again, scales as 1/(N +1),
giving the RZ−S−NSB scaling in (8). The linear approxi-
mation for r(c) (3, 8) is valid over a large range of concen-
tration (red curve in Fig. 2). The Z-S-NSB model allows
us to fit the replacement rate of the CueR+-CueR− ex-
periment, which is about 1000 times larger than the one
observed for Fis-Fis replacement, and the corresponding
replacement concentration cR ≃ (N +1)ρ
N , with reason-
able parameter values N = 13 − 16 and ǫ = 1.2 − 1.4,
giving a total binding energy of the order of tenth of kBT
(Fig. 3). The Z-NS model is inappropriate to describe
CueR+-CueR− replacement, as it requires N ∼ 104 to
generate the observed exchange rate. For the Z-S-SB
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FIG. 3: Fit of concentration-dependent unbinding rates of Fis
bound to DNA in the presence of Fis (left) and HU (middle)
proteins in solution [1], and for CueR dissociation rates as a
function of CueR concentration in solution (right) [2], using
a = 1 nm [8], and N=14, ǫ = 1.95 for Fis-Fis, N=19, ǫ = 1.4
for Fis-HU, and N=15 ǫ = 1.36 for CueR-CueR. For replace-
ment rates (slopes of unbinding rates versus concentration) we
find RFis−Fis = 5 104 M−1 s−1, RFis−HU = 2.6 103 M−1 s−1,
and RCueR−CueR = 2.9 107 M−1 s−1, in agreement, consider-
ing the error bars, with experimental fits. Replacement con-
centrations found with the Z-NS model are cR = 2 nM for Fis-
Fis and cR = 370 nM for Fis-HU, while we find cR = 16 nM
for CueR-CueR with the Z-S-NSB model.
model the replacement rate reads
RZ−S−SB =
ρ(1− ρ)
N
+O(ρN ) , (9)
with replacement concentration cR ≃ Nρ
N−1. The scal-
ing with N is similar to that of Z-S-NSB, with 1/N in-
stead of 1/(N + 1) due to the shorter replacement path-
way (Fig. 1). The Z-S-SB model does not reproduce the
CueR+-CueR− replacement rate. Indeed the replace-
ment rate is smaller by a factor e−ǫ ≃ 3 − 4 with re-
spect to the rate obtained with the Z-S-NSB model for
ǫ = 1−1.4 kBT and N ranging from 13 to 16 as in Fig. 2
(green curve).
In conclusion we have introduced four kinetic models
to describe replacement processes between DNA-bound
proteins. We have solved the models at three levels: nu-
merically, using a small–concentration expansion provid-
ing analytical formulae for the replacement rate (Rc), and
with a ’dominant pathway’ approximation which gives
the correct scaling of Rc with N . The importance of zip-
ping for efficient bound-invader exchange is illustrated by
the inability of the NZ model to replace bound proteins at
low concentrations. The Z-NS model is appropriate to de-
scribe Fis-Fis and Fis-HU exchanges, presumably due to
the non-specific nature of Fis- and HU-DNA interactions
[1]. Moreover the Z-NS model is appropriate to describe
polymerase replacements, since DNA-pol is able to inter-
act with any DNA sequence. Z-S-NSB better describes
CueR-CueR exchange, which is sensible since CueR in-
teracts with a specific binding site [2]. Fits for N range
from 14 to 35 depending on the protein, and the fit val-
ues of binding energy per unit are ≈ ǫ = 1− 2kBT , con-
sistent with individual non-covalent interactions. DNA-
binding proteins interact in complex ways with their sub-
strate [10], and the number N of ‘units’ used here can be
thought of as an effective number of separate bonds. For
the heterogeneous Fis-HU replacement the fit value of
ǫ is smaller than for homogeneous Fis-Fis replacement;
this is consistent with the larger DNA binding affinity
of Fis compared to HU [1]. A more general (and pre-
cise) model would describe the invading protein through
a binding energy ǫ′ different from the binding energy ǫ for
the bound protein in case of heterogeneous replacement,
as well through its number of bound units, rather than
the on/off description used here. Binding/unbinding of
small DNA fragments (oligonucleotide) on a DNA under
force [11] and exchange of DNA-binding oligonucleotides
in DNA hybridization assays [9, 13, 14] are likely de-
scribed by the Z-S-SB model. Including sequence speci-
ficity (dependence of ǫ on the sites) could help in model-
ing such experiments [12].
While revising this article two papers have appeared
providing further evidence for protein exchange [15, 16],
suggesting the generality of the replacement process. Luo
and collaborators [15] have seen displacement of tran-
scription factors by nucleosomes on DNA; see [17] for a
related theory. Gibb and collaborators [16] have demon-
strated exchange of replication protein A (RPA) and the
recombinase Rad51 and exchange of RPA with single-
stranded-binding (SSB) protein on single-stranded DNA;
the kinetic scheme in Fig. 6 of [16] corresponds to our Z-
NS model.
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